Multimedia web page – Text and images
www.webardora.net

As its name suggests, this type of multimedia page allows us to create a web page containing
text, images ... but it also offers us many other options:
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In the “editing” screen we can find these elements:
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SECTION 1
In this table we will create the different pages we are going to integrate into our project (up to
49). To do this, just double click on the first row of the table and the editing window will open:
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In the text box on the left (1) we will write the text of our website, you can format this text with
the controls (2). On the right side we have 3 tabs. Let's examine this in greater detail.
On the top right of the box, you can find the controls to format
text: these buttons allow you to choose the colour (1), the size (2), bold (3),
italicise (4) and underline the text (5 ). Simply select the text to format and
use the corresponding button. The font will have to be previously selected in the previous screen (main
editing window).
At the bottom of the
box there is a field (1) to write a
short description (we'll see later
its function) and on the right side a checkbox (2) to align text to its left, right, center or justified
respectively.
On the right side, you can see three tabs:

Image file/Sound file/Video file
In the "Images" menu, we will import the pictures to be included in the page:

Click on the button with the yellow folder (1) to open the file browser and import an image. If
we want to delete it once introduced, we will use the red button (2). If you want to insert more than
one image on the same page, you can use the green arrow (3) and repeat the operation as many times as
you need. In the fields (4) we will adjust the width and height of the image respectively. In the
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"Comment" (5) field we can write a few words containing the text appearing whenever the user moves
the mouse over the image. With the check boxes (6) the image will be aligned on the left of the text,

right or we can place it in the centre of the page. Finally we will have to write [*1], which is the code
we need to insert the image somewhere in the text.
If we have inserted more than one image using the green arrow, notice that by changing from
one to another, the code will also change to [* 2] [* 3], [* 4], etc. so we will use each code to identify
each image so that they can be inserted somewhere in the page code.
In the "Sounds" menu, we will import the audio tracks we need to include in the page:

Click on the buttons (1) to open the file browser and choose a sound in MP3 and / or OGG
format. If we want to delete it once introduced, we will use the red button (2). If you want to insert
more than one sound on the same page use the green arrow (3) and repeat the operation as many times
as you need. By checking the box (4) we choose a player to play the sound inserted. The user will be
able to start or stop the sound this way. If we check the box (5) a small speaker instead of the player
will be displayed; in this case the audio won't stop and you will have to listen to the end. Finally the
code [*S1] (6) will be the one you need to write somewhere inside the page so that the audio file
appears.

As explained previously with the images, if we have inserted more than one sound using the
green arrow, we see that if we change from one to another, the code will also change [* S2], [* S3], [*
S4], etc. so we'll use the code associated to each sound to insert the audio files somewhere in the page
code.
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In the "Video File", we will import the videos we want to include in the page:
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As explained previously with the images, if we have inserted more than one video using the
green arrow, we see that if we change from one to another, the code will also change [*V2], [*V3],
[*V4], etc. so we'll use the code associated to each video to insert those files somewhere in the page
code.

Link / Embed
In the "Link" menu, we will insert the links we want to include in the page:

In the field (1) we will introduce the URL we want the user to visit. With the red button (2) we
can delete it. If you want to insert more than one link on the same page use the green arrow (3) and
repeat the operation as many times as you need. It allows you to advance to the next field and insert the
following link. Finally, and unlike pictures, videos or sounds; in this case we will need to insert two
codes [*L1] word [*/L1]. The first one (4) needs to be placed at the beggining of the word or sentence
where we need the link. The second one (5) indicates where the link ends. Notice that we can also
enclose a the code of a picture with these tags ([L1] [*1] [/L1]) to get a link whenever we click on the
image.
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As explained previously with the images, if we have inserted more than one video using the
green arrow, we see that if we change from one to another, the code will also change [*L2] [*/L2],
[*L3] [*/L3], [*L4] [*/L4], etc. so we'll use the code associated to each link to insert those tags
somewhere in the page code.
In the "Embed" menu, we can insert the HTML code of the object you want to embed on your
page:

In the text field (1) we will paste the code. With the red button (2) we can delete it. If you want
to insert more than one object on the same page use the green arrow (3) and repeat the operation as
many times as you need. Finally [*E1] (4) is the code we need to write somewhere inside the page
where you want the embedded object to appear.
As explained previously with the images, if we have inserted more than one video using the
green arrow, we see that if we change from one to another, the code will also change [*E2], [*E3],
[*E4], etc. so we'll use the code associated to each object to insert those tags somewhere in the page
code.

Graph menu
When clicking on this table we can find the following items:
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By checking the box "Insert navigation bar" (1) the page will display a bar with different icons
used to navigate between pages or launch the elements explained below:

By clicking the box “Bold” (2) we'll get on the navigation bar the letter N. If we check the
"drop down menu" (3) a button will be displayed in the navigation bar with a drop-down menu button
(on the left of N in the image).
We need to start by writing the name you want to associate with the button on the navigation
bar at the "Label" field (5). Then we will choose the type of content associated with the button
pressing on one of the buttons in the area (6). Then select how that content will be shown (7): in a new
window or tab in a popup window or in the same window. Field (8) will vary according to what we have
chosen on the buttons in the area (6), we will be able to insert a file, a sound, paste a code, etc. Once we
have inserted the content in this field, we need to click on the green arrow button (9) to save the
changes and then the label will appear in the table (4). At this point you can select the next row of the
table continue inserting elements.
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Here you have is a list of the buttons that may appear on the navigation bar depending on what
we have chosen in area 6.
Arrows. To move back or forward if our project has got several pages.
Drop-down menu. Clicking on this button we will list the texts introduced in the field
"Description" on the left part.
Bold. By pressing this button, all the words in bold in the text will "disappear" (they will
be covered with an opaque rectangle).
Link. Clicking on this button, the browser will open the web site associated to it.
Image. This button will show a picture on the main screen.
Folder. This button will launch the contents of a folder associated with it, which may be
an activity, an activity pack, an application, a program, etc.
Audio. This button will present an audio player to play the track associated with it.
Embed. Clicking here a page embedded from the HTML code associated with the same
object will be displayed.
File. This button opens a file (pdf, odt, html ...) associated with it.
Video. This button will show a video player to play the video associated with it.

SECTION 2
Here we can specify some general aspects for all the pages.
In the "Images" menu, if we activate the box (1) we will enable the
users so that when they click on the images, these can be expanded in a
popup window with the size specified in the field (2).

In the "Sounds" menu, we can use
the yellow folder (1) to import an image to
replace the small speaker that Ardora offers
by default; with fields (2) we will adjust the
width and height of the image; the red
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button (3) allows us to delete the imported file and in field number 4, you can see a thumbnail of the
image just imported.
In the "Link" section, if we activate the boxes "U" and "N" we will
have the hyperlinked words underlined and bold respectively. We may also use
the buttons to select the color of the hyperlinked text before being visited (left
button) or after being visited (right).
The following items determine some aspects about the navigation bar:

By checking this box (1) we will make the arrow buttons appear so that the users can move
forward or backward to the next or previous page; with button (2) we can choose the colour for the
navigation bar; If we activate this box (3) we will get a shadow at the bottom and the right side of the
bar and buttons; By checking this box (4) we will get a solid line surrounding the bar; with Item (5) we
can regulate the transparency of the bar, the higher the value is, the more opacity we will have; the
lower the value, the more transparency we will get; This menu (6) allows us to determine the position
of the bar in the page.
The boxes (7) and (8) affect exclusively the drop-down menu, if included in the bar; with the
field (7) we will adjust its width and the (8) the font size for the text descriptions of each page. If our
project consists of many pages, with this menu you can directly access any of them without using the
arrow buttons:
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SECTION 3
In the "Page" menu, we can adjust
some of the general characteristics for the
format of our web pages:
In the field "Window Title" (1), we
can write the text that will later appear in
the browser tab when we open the
multimedia page. The next button (2) allows
us to choose the font for the text on pages,
then (3) the size of that font and its colour
(4); Notice that this colour will also be
applied to the buttons on the navigation
bar.
"Background" menu: if we want to choose a solid colour for the backgrounds of our pages, we
will use this button (7); Otherwise, we can import an image with the button (4) to establish our
background. If that image is smaller than the size of our page with this drop-down menu (5) we can
choose where to insert the picture: At the bottom center (bottom), in the middle of the page (center) in
the top left-hand corner (inherit), centered on the left side (left), centered on the right side (right) or at
the top (top). Likewise, with the drop-down list (6) we can determine not to repeat the image (norepeat), to be repeated so that it fills the whole page (repeat), to be horizontally repeated (repeat-x), or
vertically (repeat-y). The areas not covered by the image, will be filled with the background colour
chosen on the button (7).
Finally, in the box "Margin" you can adjust the page margins (distance between text and edges)
with fields (8). We can also make the activity compatible with touchscreen devices by checking the box
(9).
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